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The central nervous system (CNS) contains the nerves running from the brain 
through the spine to the tail bone. They are sometimes referred to as the autonomic 
nervous system, although there are finer distinctions. It would be a book in itself to 
describe all of the CNS problems, much less the solution for all. This is more like a 
summary of what has been accomplished so far.  
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 The Autonomic Nervous System starts in the Hypothalamus, according to 
current prevailing scientific thought. The autonomic system is composed of the 
Sympathetic Nervous System and the Parasympathetic Nervous System. 
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NERVE GUIDELINES 
 

From the big picture it is clear that nerves go 
everywhere. Some base concepts to work with 
are: 

(1) Nerves move muscles. Without nerve 
impulse, muscles do not move. For 
instance, there is no peristaltic 
movement in your intestines without 
nerve impulse.  

(2) Many of your most important organs are 
bundles of nerves, i.e. your brain, eyes. 

(3) All nerves are fed by arteries through 
small units called astrocytes. Nutrition 
flows from arteries through astrocytes 
into nerves. The body is built with 
arteries and nerves “paired” throughout 
the body. The most common brain tumor 
is an astrocytoma. The most common 
cause of migraines is an astrocytoma. 

(4) Neurohormones activate nerves in some 
instances while other nerves are on 
automatic pilot, like breathing and heart 
beat. 

(5) Neurotransmitters are the biological 
switches needed to cause nerve flow. 
The whole field of “Dystonia” is about the 
lack of neurotransmitters. Some 
transmitters are still being discovered. 
One man received a Nobel Science 
award for discovering that nitric oxide is 
a neurotransmitter responsible for 
erectile function. The makers of Viagra 
think he’s a great guy. . . not to mention 
a lot of users of Viagra. 

(6) Some nerves don’t work well when they 
get an infection. Others don’t work well 
because of inherited weaknesses from 
infections. The people who easily get 
nerve infections usually have deeper 
inherited nerve weaknesses. 

BRAIN GUIDELINES 
 

It is logical to start with issues in the 
brain. Some of the symptoms of nerve 
issue originating in the brain are: 

(1) Headaches that precede or 
accompany nerve/muscle issues. 

(2) Double vision 
(3) Cross-eyed 
(4) Difficulty with speech, hearing, 

tasting or thinking. There are 
plenty of exceptions to this like 
ADD and ADHD which happens in 
the head but starts in the liver. 

(5) Accidental damage to the brain 
often shows up months later. 
That’s why insurance companies 
like to fully “settle” shortly after a 
car accident, because they avoid 
delayed effects. 

(6) If a person is asked to stick their 
tongue straight out with their eyes 
closed and it goes to the side, 
there is evidence of a brain tumor. 

(7) Different parts of the brain have 
different nerve functions. The 
cerebellum (in the back of the 
head) controls much of the gross 
motor movement while other parts 
of the brain control fine motor 
nerves. 

(8) Some nerve diseases are 
classified by current science as 
muscle diseases – like muscular 
dystrophy.  

(9) It is astonishing how little current 
science knows about the nerve 
diseases. It leaves considerable 
room for discovery. One of our 
favorite debates is whether the 
body is mostly chemistry 
controlling the nerves or nerves 
controlling the chemistry. 
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 We have developed a checklist of how to 
get to the solution of nerve issue for many 
subjects. The system is not fool proof, but it is a 
good starting system. The questions we ask are: 

I  Where is the source of the problem? Is it in 
the head, the neck, the spine or elsewhere. 
Remember this is where use of dowsing can 
take you very far past current blood, urine 
and muscle tests. 
(1)  We often “dowse” the body as  

(a) below the shoulders or  
(b) above the shoulders and keep 
narrowing to the spot. 

(2) It is possible to have several sources, so 
we often dowse to find the primary. 

   II Next we seek the cause of the problem. Is it 
(1) An infection 
(2) A subluxation (a neck, back of 

lumbar bone pressing against a 
nerve). This is often the domain 
of chiropractors who are trained 
to relieve those afflictions. Our 
remedies for repairing slipped 
and/or herniated discs are often a 
large help. 

(3) A disease 
(a) Is it localized or 
(b) Systemic 

(4) A parasite 
(5) A toxin or poison 
(6) A nerve disease or a muscle 

disease. 
   III What also happens with the problem. 

(1) Is it more when you walk or lie 
down. 

(2) Does it accompany some other 
event like a disagreement or 
menstruation or food. 

(3)  Is there some other pain or event 
that accompanies it. 

(4) Does it come when you kick the 
dog or the cat or the spouse – it is 
amazing what you will learn when 
you ask openly humorous 
questions. 

     IV The most important question is, “What do 
you think is causing the problem”? People live 
with their own problems so they know them the 
best and have the best insight. LISTEN TO THE 
PERSON ! Often you will hear it is the stress. It 
helps to know that stress registers in the 
adrenals and adrenals are indiscriminate drivers 
of whatever the problems are. Go deeper. 

 Here are a few of the most common 
questions we are asked of a nerve nature. 
 
ISSUE: Headache, maybe a migraine 
Since migraines and headaches are usually 
in the brain it is easy to locate the source of 
the pain.  
Q Is it in the front of the head, the side of the 
head or the back of the head? 
Q Does it come when you eat, when there is 
a full moon or when you are near 
menstruation? 
Q Did you have any blows to your head 
during your life? 
A If the pain is “all over”, you are probably 
dealing with a migraine. The most common 
cause of migraines is an astrocytoma. So 
check Astrocyte Complex. Measure how 
much of the solution that remedy is on a 
scale of 1 to 100. If it is 100 percent of the 
solution, you have the answer.  

If it is less than 100%, keep 
searching for the other parts. The second 
most common cause of headaches/ 
migraines is Atlas Spondylosis which entails 
6 remedies to solve the headache and the 
accompanying issues. So check 
Spondylosis.  
 
ISSUE: Backache 
Q Is it worse when you lie down, sit, stand or 
walk? 
Q What makes it better or worse? 
Q How did it start? 
Q Does this issue run in the family? 
What a wonderful learning curve awaits you 
as you learn this exploration. Guidelines are: 

(1) Many backaches stem from kidney 
or adrenal problems. See the list of 
remedies for both, especially the 
adrenal problems relevant to 
hormonal issues. 

(2) Many other backaches come from 
slipped and/or herniated discs. 
Check Disk Repair. Ironically most 
disc weaknesses come from 
infection of tuberculosis as is 
detailed under the tuberculosis 
section. 

(3) Stenosis of the spine (bones of the 
spinal column squeeze the central 
nervous system)causes back pain 
and is from an animal form of 
tuberculosis (TB Group Swine 2). 
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Pachy Meningitis is a swelling of the 
meninges in one of the layers under the skull called 
the dura (the condition has a synonym of Dura 
Meningitis). Accordingly, we made Dura 
Meningioma Complex. A lump of the meninges, can 
come from other sources so we made Meningioma. 
The telltale sign of Dura Meningioma Complex is 
that the subject feels dizzy when they lie down with 
their head against a surface or pillow. Other hints are 
headaches from reading, double vision, loss of 
balance, pressure in the head. The Dura Senses 
Disease is an inherited version of more subtle, 
similar symptoms.  

Brain Blob is for an hemangioma, which is 
like a blood blister forming in the brain from a blow to 
the head. Long term hemangiomas collect a 
retrovirus to form a tumor so we made Brain Blob 
Complex. The symptoms are often as vague as a 
feeling of pressure in the head, foggy thinking, and 
brain fatigue. The biggest clue is a history of being hit 
on the head, especially shortly after a car accident. 

Encephalitis was originally intended to refer 
to nerve inflammation in the head. The term is now 
more loosely applied in science. Among the nerve 
problems starting in the head of this nature are 
Bovine Spongiform Encephalitis (BSE) sometimes 
called mad cow disease. It later becomes an 
inherited brain disease called Creutzfeldt Jakob 
Disease (and will be mentioned again later). Similar 
to this is Flea Spongiform Encephalitis. Although it 
has yet to be recognized in science, we have found 
Human Spongiform Encephalitis. Human 
Spongiform Encephalitis Complex is more 
commonly used. West Nile Encephalitis is actually 
an example of where the term has expanded 
because the disease affects more than the brain.
  

Every year we add to the list of nerve 
problems solved. 

Next are some issues that start in the brain 
and are more noticeable elsewhere. 

NERVE ISSUES THAT START IN THE HEAD 
Brain Diseases are covered in another section 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
BOVINE SPONGIFORM 
   ENCEPHALITIS            2-5 
BRAIN BLOB             2-5 
BRAIN BLOB COMPLEX           6 
DURA MENINGIOMA 
   COMPLEX               6 
DURA MENINGITIS           4-6 
DURA SENSES DISEASE       5-6 
FLEA SPONGIFORM  
   ENCEPHALITIS           2-5 
HUMAN SPONGIFORM 
   ENCEPHALITIS            2-5 
HUMAN SPONGIFORM 
   ENCEPHALITIS COMPLEX     6 
MENINGIOMA             4-5 
PACHY MENINGITIS            2-5 
WEST NILE ENCEPHALITIS   1-2 
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EPENDYMA One of the most curious findings of 2003 was the role of the ependyma in the central 
nervous system. Ependyma cells are described in scientific literature as cells that move like seaweed on the 
coatings of the nerves. They are ultra microscopic and are said to function more like a buffer between cells. In 
the below picture, the black area is a major part of a nerve fiber and if you can imagine, the ependyma is found 
on the outer edge of the black in its so-called buffer role. 

 
       Nerve fiber         Ependymoma 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If these cells play only a buffer role, then it would be quite a 

mystery how an ependymoma, such as that pictured above, right 
could develop. Such tumors do not form on an inert substance. An 
ependymoma can crowd the entire function of the brain and central 
nervous system, as is shown in the picture. Even more interesting is 
to find that one in the brain has a different vibration than one on the 
spinal cord. The more specific lump in the brain we call a BRAIN 
BULGE. Since it normally needs a retrovirus we made BRAIN 
BULGE COMPLEX. Many times people have come to us with a 
diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis, only to find that an EPENDYMOMA 
on the spinal cord with a retrovirus is actually the answer (there is 
also a remedy, EPENDYMA COMPLEX). We do not yet know how 
to distinguish the two, except by location and energy. In the above 
picture, either remedy tests as workable. There are variations of 
these lumps such as EPENDYMAL GLIOMA and EPENDYMA 
BLASTOMA. 
It can be incorrectly made in the bones (EPENDYMA MYELOMA) 
and it can be irritated into EPENDYMA CARCINOMA and/or 
EPENDYMA SARCOMA. There is a strong symbiotic relationship 
with the Endothelium, so we made EPENDYMA ENDOTHELIAL MYELOMA. We find that the ependyma 
hardens (EPENDYMA SCLEROSIS) and curtails the functions of the endothelium. It can calcify (EPENDYMA 
CALCIFICATION). The list increases and because of the multiple things that can happen, it gives us clues to 
the importance of such key cells. 
 We find the Ependyma plays a role of feeding sugars to the nerves. There are many kinds of sugar, 
all of which form an energy food to the body. The feeding of sugar seems to be dependent on the ability of 
the body to absorb sugar into the small intestines (SUGAR DIGESTION). We will test this coordination and 
its effect on nerves in the time to come. 

OTHER NERVE ISSUES THAT START IN 
SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE HEAD 

 

 

 

Ependyma 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega  bottles needed) 

 
BRAIN BULGE   5-6 
BRAIN BULGE COMPLEX    6 
EPENDYMOMA  5-6 
EPENDYMA BLASTOMA 5-6 
EPENDYMA CALCIFICATION    6 
EPENDYMA CARCINOMA 5-6 
EPENDYMA COMPLEX    6 
EPENDYMA ENDOTHELIAL  
      MYELOMA   5-6 
EPENDYMAL GLIOMA  5-6 
EPENDYMA MYELOMA 5-6 
EPENDYMA SARCOMA 5-6 
EPENDYMA SCLEROSIS   6  
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 The Cerebellum controls much of our body’s motor coordination from eyes to toes. On this 
page we show the discoveries so far. 

 

 The Cerebellum produces glia, the substance that 
nerve conducting between brain cells and eye nerves inside 
the eyeball. CEREBELLUM MEDULLARY revives the 
production of glia. In several instances we have seen 
evidence that the glia will supply the macula of the eye and 
may prevent the drying of the macula that could contribute to 
macular degeneration. See also VISION REVISION 1 for a 
specialized version of the glia supplying the eye nerves. 
 All of the nerves work better if the glia is constantly 
produced. We are researching the role of reduced glia as a 
cause of gliomas. 
 There is evidence that the cerebellum produces an 
enzyme that activates the connection of nerves and muscles 
anywhere in the body. After a nerve accident or the reversal 
of a nerve disease we have noticed some people do not 
recover the full use of the nerves to the muscles while some 
do recover. We made NERVE MUSCLE CONNECT to revive 
the production of this enzyme so that the connection of the 
nerves will revitalize and help the body regain coordination. 
NERVE REPAIR and NERVE ALIVE were made to help from 
another approach. 
 We find some people have a discoordination 
between sensory and muscular action. They hear directions 
but cannot react well. Some have trouble hearing something 
and repeating it or writing it. Some see a dance step or a 
physical action and have trouble replicating it. We made 
CEREBELLUM SENSES DISEASE because we found the 
cerebellum makes a cerebroside that feeds this connection. 
We also find a connection to the nerves to the bladder for 
urination are affected by this same substance. You have 
experienced the sound of running water that often 
encourages you to urinate. This may be the substance that 
feeds the connection. Reviving the cerebroside may have an 
effect on the urgent need to urinate that borders on 
incontinence when this substance is no longer empowering 
the nerve connection to bladder sphincter muscles. 

CHARCOT-MARIE-
TOOTH DISEASE 

   This was declared a rare 
disease when we began looking 
for the antidote in 1997. By 
2004, the year when we made 
the antidote, CEREBELLUM 
CONSTITUTION, it was 
recognized as a common 
disease. It is usually 
accompanied by CLOSTRIDIUM 
CEREBELLUM and CLOSTRIDIUM 
MENINGITIS. It is often mistaken 
as Alzheimers’ and attracts the 
pathogens included in 
REMEMBER and REMEMBER 
MORE (See “Brain”. In addition 
to improving motor coordination 
it often improves mental clarity.    
   Commonly we see it with 
TABES DORSALIS, an infection 
that makes the back weak. 

 
 

CEREBELLUM AUTONOMIC 
NEUROPATHY is for an enzyme 
alteration which causes a fascia 
mal-formation in the cerebellum 
which affects neuromuscular 
junctions throughout the body. 
The manifestations are similar to 
CMTD. 
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
BITE STING COMPLEX              6 
BITE STING FRESH            1-3 
BIRTHING ANESTHESIA 1-8   2-7 
BLANCA FUSARIUM            2-3 
BLANCA GREY LYSIS            5-6 
BLANCA MENINGITIS             2-3 
BLANCA NERVE DISEASE          5-6 
BLANCA NERVE 
    DETERIORATION COMPLEX      6 
CEREBELLUM AUTONOMIC 
     NEUROPATHY   6 
CEREBELLUM CONSTITUTION   4-6 
CEREBELLUM MEDULLARY       4-5 
CEREBELLUM SENSES 
        DISEASE             4-6 
CLOSTRIDIUM CEREBELLUM     2-4 
CLOSTRIDIUM MENINGITIS         2-4 
CLOSTRIDIUM TETANUS              1-2 
GONOCOCCAL MENINGITIS        2-4 
GREY BLANCA LYSIS            5-6 
GREY GRAPPLE                     5-6 
GUILLAIN BARRE            3-6 
HTLV #1             2-4 
HTLV #2             2-4 
MEMORY NERVE VIRUS        2-4 
MILIARY TB MENINGS            2-4 
MILIARY TB NERVES            2-4 
NAEGLERIA FOWLERI            3-6 
NEISSERIA             1-4 
POLIO CARCINOMA            5-6 
POLIO DETERIORATION 
 COMPLEX               6 
POLIO ENCEPHALITIS           2-5 
POLIO MENINGITIS            2-5 
POLIOMYELITIS            2-5 
POLIO PNEUMONIA            2-4 
POLORES             2-4 
SLEEPING SICKNESS  
     PARASITE             3-5 
SPINAL CORD FEVER            2-5 
SPIROCHETE MALAISE         4-6 
TABES DORSALIS            3-5 
TETANUS ENCEPHALITIS      2-4 
TORTICOLLIS             5-6 
TRYPANASOMA  ASIA           3-5 
TRYPANASOMA GAMBIA      3-5 
TRYPANASOMA RHODESIA  3-5       
VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS            2-5 
VIRAL MENINGITIS            2-5 
 

 
 

INFECTIONS IN THE SPINE 

 After all these years science has identified that some 
nerves are white and some are grey. Not very impressive. 
We are all familiar with the term, Polio, which actually means 
grey matter of the nerves. Hence, the term of Polio actually 
refers to an infection of the grey matter of the nerves. 

Poliomyelitis is not a disease of the past, even though 
there is a wonderful reduction of the disease. We still 
occasionally use our remedy POLIOMYELITIS. POLORES is 
often found contracting the diaphragm. There are also several 
variations on the theme recognized in science and we are 
developing more versions We have developed POLIO 
ENCEPHALITIS, POLIO MENINGITIS, POLIO PNEUMONIA, 
POLIO CARCINOMA and POLIO DETERIORATION 
COMPLEX. These remedies have often helped a general nerve 
weakness that immediately brought up thoughts of MS in 
allopathic diagnosis. In 2004 we heard from one lady who took 
POLIO ENCEPHALITIS plus POLIO MENINGITIS and 
regained control of her walking after 21 years of disability. 
TORTICOLLIS (the disease that pulls the head to the side or 
chest) is based on the polio virus and its predecessor. 

A few decades ago the state of Ohio acted on some 
now-lost information. It had been noted that most cases of polio 
had occurred around people eating ice cream in the fall. The 
famous US president, Franklin Delano Roosevelt contracted 
polio in the fall after eating ice cream. Ohio banned the sale of 
ice cream in September and October and the incident of polio 
plummeted in comparison to polio incidents of the previous 20 
years. The milk industry lobbied so hard that the law was 
repealed the next year and the incident of polio in the fall 
returned immediately to the previous levels. You don’t need a 
law to remember not to eat ice cream in the fall when the air is 
turning cool. 
 However, some people still have to learn. During the 
2008 German seminar there was an exceptional cook for the 
meals. His ice cream dessert was as appealing as his delicious 
lunch. For Germany it was a late fall with the weather just 
starting to turn cool – exactly the conditions described above. 
Despite warnings, 2 people had to eat the ice cream dessert. 
Two days later both were feeling stiff with breathing difficulties 
and a little nauseous. Each needed a polio remedy which 
promptly dismissed the symptoms. 
  
 

There is also something called the “white matter of 
nerves”. Only in 1950 did science learn that the white matter is 
filled with connecting nerve structures. The Corpus Callosum is 
filled with white matter and is said to connect the two 
hemispheres of the brain. An infection can often run parallel to 
the grey matter in the white matter. We developed remedies 
called BLANCA MENINGITIS, BLANCA NERVE DISEASE, 
BLANCA DETERIORATION COMPLEX and a complicating 
infection called BLANCA FUSARIUM. Again, the symptoms 
are much like the other motor problems, walking/ standing and 
general weakness.  
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In 2009 we discovered phenomena we 
don’t understand the how of, but we do 
understand how to cure it. There was a case of 
a stroke where we found the white matter of 
the brain was “eating” the grey matter of the 
nerves. We made the remedy BLANCA GREY 
LYSIS (lysis means to destroy). Further study 
of other brain cases found the reverse disease 
so we made GREY BLANC LYSIS. We are still 
learning under what circumstances or 
symptoms to apply the remedies. We do know 
that on the few we have applied the remedies 
the subjects improved. GREY GRAPPLE was 
created for a general deterioration of the grey 
matter of the nerves and may follow the 
principles of the above two remedies. 

 Polio and Blanca remedies are mostly 
infections in the spine. The stranger ones are 
inherited. Other infections include: 

GONOCOCCAL MENINGITIS is more 
commonly found in children, although we have 
seen cases 30-40 years old in adults. It is 
characterized by a stiff paralysis of the spine 
and is considered lethal. NEISSERIA is often 
with it.  

GUILLAIN BARRE is an infection that 
seems most related to post flu vaccinations. 
There are some cases where we can find no 
relativity to vaccinations. It is very similar to 
polio without the effect on lungs. 

CLOSTRIDIUM TETANUS and 
BOTULISM are nerve bacteria of the 
clostridium bacteria family. Tetanus is known 
for its effect on the Temporomandibular Joint 
(TMJ) causing lockjaw. There is another 
version, TETANUS ENCEPHALITIS, which 
seems to effect the whole nervous system, 
especially causing numbness from the top of 
the back down the arms. Botulism is most 
known as a bacteria from canning, detectable 
by a bulging can lid. These days we also see 
the effect of “Botox” (botulism) injections 
creeping from effect on the teeth nerves all the 
way to the bladder.. We have seen paralysis 
cases from rose thorns carrying botulism. 

We have already detailed how 
Tuberculosis can infect the spine and nerves. 
There is also a MILIARY TB NERVES and 
MILIARY TB MENINGES that (rarely) infects. 
SWINE GRIPPE is a remedy of 2 viruses that 
infect the CNS and can weaken a person to 
death.  

 

 HUMAN T CELL LYMPHOTROPIC 
VIRUS # 1 and HUMAN T CELL 
LYMPHOTROPIC VIRUS  # 2 are viruses that 
attack the spine causing great tiredness and 
achy back. If the virus is allowed to continue 
there is lower limb weakness, spastic 
movements and finally to the symptom that sets 
it apart from others – the big toe sticks up – the 
sign that it is then dangerous. SPINAL CORD 
FEVER is similar in spine achiness as is 
DENGUE FEVER. 
 Parasites, spiders, snakes, jellyfish and 
all the creatures that make bite constricting 
poisons have a poisonous enzyme that is the 
same. We made BITE STING COMPLEX for the 
enzyme of the poisons and the miasms of 
enzymes of the poisons. After one has taken the 
BITE STING COMPLEX there is still a chance of 
a new bite. We made BITE STING FRESH 
without miasms for greater strength. The 
sleeping sickness parasites carry a different 
material and we refer to SLEEPING SICKNESS 
PARASITE, TRYPANASOMA GAMBIA, 
TRYPANASOMA RHODESIA and 
TRYPANASOMA ASIA for their solution. 
             NAEGLERIA FOWLERI is a free-living, 
thermophilic excavate form of protist typically 
found in warm bodies of fresh water, such as 
ponds, lakes, rivers, and hot springs. It causes 
Primary Amoebic Meningoencephalitis (PAM), 
which is essentially a brain-eating amoeba. Initial 
symptoms include changes in taste and smell, 
headache, fever, nausea, vomiting, and a stiff 
neck. Secondary symptoms include confusion, 
hallucinations, lack of attention, ataxia, and 
seizures. By medical standards this is 100% 
deadly because there is no known antidote to the 
poison carried by the amoeba that eats the 
nerves.  

There is an infection that we cannot find 
a scientific parallel that we call MEMORY 
NERVE VIRUS. As the name implies it 
decreases memory with symptoms similar to 
“sporadic Alzheimers”, although it is not the 
cause of the famous disease. (See THINK 
CLEAR and THINK CLEAR-ALZ) 

Several general remedies can play into 
the issues that seem to start with “a deep flu and 
fever” symptoms that nobody could ever identify. 
The remedies are VIRAL MENINGITIS and 
VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS. 

 

INFECTIONS IN THE SPINE CONT’D 
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 There are a number of nerve issues from 
the so-called childhood diseases, all of which are 
classified as “herpes” viruses. Although genital and 
oral herpes are of that group, the lay use of herpes 
is too narrow. In general, the viruses of our youth 
seem to haunt us later in life. 

The relationship of spinal problems and 
measles has been noted without conclusion many 
times before in medical research books. Subacute 
Sclerosing Panencephalitis is defined in a medical 
dictionary as “A slow virus infection caused by the 
measles virus and characterized by diffuse 
inflammation of brain tissue, personality changes, 
seizures, blindness, dementia, fever and death. 
The condition occurs in children and in adolescents 
who have had measles at an early age. No 
effective therapy is known.” We have no such 
limitations and call the remedy MEASLES 
MALAISE.  

There is a disease called Alateral Sclerosis 
or Lou Gehrig’s Disease (named after a famous US 
baseball player). In the medical field it is often said 
that Lou Gehrig’s Disease seems to be “MS plus 
something”. Rubella is often called German 
Measles or Hard Measles. RUBELLA MALAISE 
was made for its similarity to Subacute Sclerosing 
Panencephalitis and is proving to be that “plus 
something”. 

MEASLES AXOLEMMA is an inherited 
weakness of the cell membrane surrounding an 
axon. In severe form it leads to Acute Motor 
neuropathy which is characterized by flaccid 
paralysis (muscles become limp and cannot 
contract), respiratory paralysis, loss of deep tendon 
reflexes (areflexia), numbness, tingling pain and 
difficulty walking (much like the symptoms of polio).  
In lighter form, it affects the nerves to the intestines 
causing a “locked bowel syndrome” (evacuations 
need help) 

 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
AVIAN MEASLES COMPLEX        4-5    
CHICKEN POX MALAISE        2-4 
CHICKEN POX SPINE            2-4 
MEASLES MALAISE            3-5 
MEASLES AXOLEMMA           5-6 
MUMPS ENCEPHALITIS         2-4 
RUBELLA MALAISE            4-6 
SMALLPOX MALAISE            4-6 
VACCINE MEASLES               2-4 
VACCINE MMR             2-4 
VACCINE MUMPS            2-4 
VACCINE RUBELLA            2-4 
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CHILDHOOD DISEASES (HERPES) INFECTIONS 

MUMPS ENCEPHALITIS 
was made but is hardly tested. 
Measles, Mumps and Rubella all 
come from the same 
PARAMYXOVIRUS.  AVIAN 
MEASLES COMPLEX was made 
because of the number of vaccines 
made in eggs. VACCINE MEASLES, 
VACCINE MUMPS, VACCINE 
RUBELLA and VACCINE MMR are 
toxins from vaccinations that may 
exaggerate or trigger some spinal 
diseases. See separate sheets on 
“Vaccinations”. 

CHICKEN POX SPINE is 
most known for the cause of 
shingles. Yet it can also infect other 
areas of the nervous system 
including eyes. 
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ACCUTE DISSEMINATED ENCEPHALOMYELITS 
is described in books as a demyelization of the brain. 
It appears after measles or rabies vaccinations in the 
most reported incidents.  Initial features include 
encephalopathy ranging from lethargy to coma, 
seizures, and focal and multifocal signs reflecting 
cerebral (hemiparesis), brain stem (cranial nerve 
palsies), and spinal cord (paraparesis) involvement. 
Other reported findings include movement disorders 
and ataxia.  Study tells us there are many 
unreported, subclinical cases that may be the true 
basis of many unexplained, neurological syndromes.    
ALANINE REGENERATION GROUP - The deficiency 
also causes Carnosinemia. Carnosinemia is 
associated with accelerated aging, hypotonia, 
developmental delay, mental retardation, 
degeneration of axons, sensory neuropathy, tremors, 
demyelination, gray matter anomalies, myoclonic 
seizures, and loss of purkinje fibers.  
BONE NERVE MUSCLE MALADY is a discovery of 
what current science would call “age related” 
meaning the miasmic aspect of the disease is not 
recognized and the weakening of muscles and bones 
is taken for granted. 
CHRONIC INFLAMMATORY DEMYELINATING 
POLYNEUROPATHY is an acquired inflammatory 
disorder of the peripheral nervous system. The 
affected nerves fail to respond, or respond only 
weakly, to stimuli, causing numbing, tingling, pain, 
progressive muscle weakness, loss of deep tendon 
reflexes (areflexia), fatigue, and abnormal 
sensations. Patients usually present with a history of 
weakness, numbness, tingling, pain and difficulty in 
walking. They may additionally present with fainting 
spells while standing up or burning pain in 
extremities. Some patients may have sudden onset 
of back pain or neck pain radiating down the 
extremities, usually diagnosed as radicular pain. The 
patient with full onset would complain of orthostatic 
dizziness, problems with bowel and bladder 
functions, and cardiac problems. 
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
ACCUTE DISSEMINATED  
      ENCEPHALOMYELITS               6  
ALANINE REGENERATION  
      GROUP                  6 
BONE NERVE MUSCLE  
      MALADY               5-6 
CHRONIC INFLAMMATORY 
 DEMYELINATING 
POLYNEUROPATHY  6 
FASCIA CELL REGENERATION  
COMPLEX                  6 
 

Continued on next page 
 

 
 

INHERITED DISEASES AFFFECTING THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
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INHERITED DISEASE CONTINUED 
 
FAMILIAL AMYLOIDOTIC POLYNEUROPATHY 
is an inherited degeneration of nerves and fibers 
that are replaced by amyloids. Usually manifesting 
itself between 20 and 40 years of age, it is 
characterized by pain, paresthesia, muscular 
weakness and autonomic dysfunction followed by 
kidneys and the heart afflictions. 
FATAL NEUROPATHIC AMYLOIDOSIS is similar 
except amyloid deposits form among the nerves 
and fibers instead of replacing them. Symptoms 
include weakness or fatigue, sometimes weight 
loss, heart damage (congestive heart failure), 
shortness of breath, swelling of the feet and legs, 
chest pains, irregular heart rhythm, 
lightheadedness (due to lowering of blood pressure 
during sudden position changes), abnormal 
sensations of the arms, feet, or legs, symptoms 
related to autonomic neuropathy. 
FLEX NERVES is for the calcification of nerves. 
FIRM UP 2 and FIRM UP 3 are designed to tone 
up nerves around skin. There is lots of cosmetic 
value as well as health value here. 
GANGLIOSIDOSIS COMPLEX 1 and 2 An 
inherited disease of the material that make up 
ganglia that can start in childhood or adulthood. 
Symptoms include growing motor movement loss, 
sometimes to cerebral degeneration ataxia 
(staggering) and hypotonia (loss of muscle tone), 
hyperacusis (sensitive hearing), dysostosis 
(cartilage or bone malformation-ganglions inside 
bones), dysarthria (inability to pronounce words or 
correctly put sentences together), seizures, 
intellectual impairment, vision deterioration. The 
condition can also be in the ganglia of the eyes 
causing vision loss. 
HERPES INHERITED, from ancestors having 
herpes, usually causes unexplained bumps or 
lumps, separate from lipomas.  
HERPES ENCEPHALITIS     is debated in science 
as to whether it is an infection or inherited. We see 
it as an inherited inflammation of the nerves.          
INTERNEURON REGENERATION COMPLEX – 
These neurons connect sensory (motor) neurons 
and the central nervous system. They seems to be 
most affected by strokes or long-term nerve 
diseases. Often when the solution to a long-term 
nerve disease is applied and the subject has had 
the disease over 3-5 years, the interneurons have 
suffered and need help. Interneurons can also 
degenerate with age. 
 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
FAMILIAL AMYLOIDOTIC 
     POLYNEUROPATHY            5-6 
FATAL NEUROPATHIC  
     AMYLOIDOSIS              5-6 
FIRM UP 2               6-8 
FIRM UP 3               6-8 
FLEX NERVES               3-5 
GANGLIOSIDOSIS COMPLEX 1  5-6             
GANGLIOSIDOSIS COMPLEX 2  5-6 
HERPES INHERITED              5-6 
HERPES ENCEPHALITIS              4-6 
Interneuron Regeneration 
     Complex   5-6 
MARROW ANIMAL POISON 
     DISEASE             5-6 
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HERPES ENCEPHALITIS 
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INHERITED DISEASE CONTINUED 
 
MARROW ANIMAL POISON DISEASE is a disease from 
animal bites that lodged in the bone marrow and affects 
nerves from a different base. Twitching and jerking were first 
seen, although not as severe as Huntington’s Disease. 
Calcium is most affected so the parathyroid seems to feel the 
brunt and the corresponding weakness of the teeth. 
MEASLES MALAISE Is for the Multiple Sclerosis look 
alike called Subacute Sclerosing Panencephalitis. 
MEMBRANOUS CONTRACTUS COMPLEX causes 
nerve contractions from the genitals that give low back 
pains, genital function problems and even breast 
lesions. 
MOTOR NERVE REGENERATION COMPLEX is 
designed to help the wear-out cells in the motor nerve 
center in the brain. These nerves control speech taste, 
smell, some parts of hearing and fine motor 
coordination.  
MULTIPLE SYSTEM ATROPHY produces Lantos 
bodies that deteriorate the whole nervous system, 
producing a number of nerve symptoms. 
NERVE EXPAND COMPLEX is for a specialized 
condition for nerves opposite the 6th cervical. It causes 
a high, usually more than wanted, genital stimulation 
for women called Persistant Sexual Arousal Syndrome. 
We can find no cases reported for men. 
PELVIC NERVE REPAIR  A set of nerves at the base 
of the spine that controls bladder, uterus/prostate and 
lower part of intestines plus rectum. When these 
degenerate, so does control of what they control. This 
is not always the solution to frequent urination and 
incontinence. 
PERIOSTEUM NEUROMA This is common to see in 
Down's Syndrome and other children where the skull is 
easily pulled out of place. The pressures in the brain 
impair expression of intelligence anywhere from 
speech to motor skills. It is often seen complicated by a 
spina bifida high in the central nervous system (see 
SPINA BIFIDA INTERNAL). Dissolving this mass may 
bring strong relief to children in their crying, prolonged 
diaper needs, distorted speech and perception, skull 
shape and motor functions. 
PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY is for a condition of 
gradually increased loss of feeling in hands, feet – the 
extremities. 
PILLOW PRESSURE is a remedy for a softening of the 
brain stem that causes dysfunction by the pressure of 
the pillow on that part of the CNS.  
        
 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
MARROW ANIMAL POISON 
     DISEASE             5-6 
MEASLES MALAISE             5-6 
MEMBRANOUS CONTRACTUS 
     COMPLEX               5-6 
MOTOR NERVE  
     REGENERATION COMPLEX   5-6 
MULTIPLE SYSTEM ATROPHY    5-6 
MULTIPLE SYSTEM ATROPHY2  5-6 
NERVE EXPAND COMPLEX   6  
PELVIC NERVE REPAIR    6 
PERIOSTEUM NEUROMA             5-6 
PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY       5-6            
PILLOW PRESSURE                  5-6 
 

    
 

 
 

 

PELVIC NERVES 
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Multi System Atrophy 
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
POLIO PROGRESSIVE  
      NEUROMUSCULARIS              5-6 
PORPHYRIN/OXYGEN  
     ENZYME PRODUCING 
     CHOLESTEROL DISEASE       5-6 
PORPHYRIN/OXYGEN  
     PRODUCING CHOLESTEROL 
      DISEASE                     5-6 
PROGRESSIVE MULTIFOCAL 
    LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHIA   5-6 
PROGRESSIVE MULTIFOCAL 
    LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHIA 
    COMPLEX                 6   
RUBELLA MALAISE             5-6   
SENSORY MEDULLA  
     REGENERATION COMPLEX   5-6 
SENSORY MOTOR NERVE 
    INFLAMMATION              5-6 
SENSORY NERVE NEURON 
    REGENERATION CPX   6 
SO SMOOTH    6 
SPINA BIFIDA INTERNAL             5-6 
SUBACCUTE NECROTIZING 
     ENCEPHALOMYOPATHY        5-6 
 

Continued on next page 
 

INHERITED DISEASE CONTINUED 
 
POLIO PROGRESSIVE NEUROMUSCULARIS  can 
cause heart beat difficulties, intestinal peristalsis 
paralysis, erectile/clitoral dysfunction, speech/larynx 
difficulties, weight gain, lack of sweating, depression, 
seizures, tinnitus, hearing loss, fainting and dizziness. 
PORPHYRIN/OXYGEN PRODUCING CHOLESTEROL 
DISEASE is for a liver disease that combines oxygen 
with cholesterol which withholds oxygen from nerves.                   
PORPHYRIN/OXYGEN ENZYME PRODUCING 
CHOLESTEROL DISEASE is for the mismaking of 
lecithin which is used to form nerve sheaths. Shakiness 
is the major symptom, followed by small tremors in 
hands, eyes or legs. Mental concepts are hard to hold 
and memory of ideas is easily lost.   
PROGRESSIVE MULTIFOCAL LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHY 
is a recognized condition. The term 
“leukoencephalopathy” also refers to inflammation of the 
white matter of the nerves.  
PROGRESSIVE MULTIFOCAL LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHY 
COMPLEX is for the complication of that condition. We 
find it more commonly than we would expect with such 
vagueness of the description. 
RUBELLA MALAISE is for a condition similar to 
Subacute Sclerosing Panencephalitis (Measles Malaise) 
SENSORY MEDULLA REGENERATION COMPLEX is 
designed for the same area of the brain as is SENSORY 
MOTOR NERVE INFLAMMATION and SENSORY 
NERVE NEURON REGENERATION COMPLEX. 
SO SMOOTH is a broad-spectrum remedy revives the 
Synuclein (The "S" part of the name) proteins, which 
make up the base protein of neurons and glia. It also 
revives Nerve Oligomers (the "O" part of the name) which 
feed Synucleins. The disease corrected involves both the 
deterioration of both parts. 
SPINA BIFIDA INTERNAL is for the Spina Bifida 
condition that never quite broke through the lining of the 
nerves like the full Spina Bifida “bubble” that extends 
between vertebrae (shown to right). The subjects only 
feel mild back discomfort when working the back strongly 
up until there is an accident that affects the back.   Then 
there is back pain that mimics a slipped or herniated disc.   
SUBACCUTE NECROTIZING ENCEPHALOMYOPATHY  
This is the nickname for one of the Leigh Mitochondrial 
Diseases (that is most known in children). Rigidity, 
tremor, chorea, hypokinesia, myoclonus, and tics are 
most common in children. A later sign can also be 
episodes of lactic acidosis, which can lead to impairment 
of respiratory and kidney function.        
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Synucleinopathies are a class of 
protein-based nerve deterioration 
conditions, including Parkinson-like 
tremors, some forms of dementia, 
autonomic nerve failure and Multi-System 
Atrophy. The group has been measured to 
specifically deteriorate Dopaminergic 
Neurons and Purkinje Cells. 

 

 

Listed in other sections are remedies for 
some of the specific Synucleinopathies: 
 
AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL 
    SCLEROSIS See Multiple Sclerosis 
BUISING PROTEIN NECROSIS 
   (Traumatic Brain Injury) 
LEWY BODY MALADY 
OLIVOPONTO CEREBRAL  
   ATROPHY 
SHY DRAGER 
THINK CLEAR 
THINK CLEAR – ALZ 
TREMORS AND SHAKES 
      (Striatonigral Degeneration) 
SPARKY (Pick’s Disease) 
 

INHERITED DISEASE CONTINUED 
 

SYNUCLEIN ABSCESS MYELOMA COMPLEX 
represents a bone disease that causes synucliens to 
form abscesses in neural tissue and (in tandem with a 
variety of pathogens) abscesses in organs and tissue. 
This has the potential of a major conduit of a number of 
pathogen-based diseases (measles malaise, MS, ALS, 
Guillain Barre, etc.). It prevents strontium absorption. 
SYRINGOBULBIA  Fluid filled cavity within the brain 
stem. Often with several of: vertigo, stuttering, 
unilateral or bilateral facial sensory impairment, 
hoarseness, inarticulate speech, difficulty swallowing 
and peripheral neuropathy. 
SYRINGOMYELIA Fluid filled cavity within the spinal 
cord that pressures the nerves into numbness 
(peripheral neuropathy). Pain dissemination starting at 
fingers. Later stages lead to mild spasicity. Often with 
spinal tumor. 
VON HIPPEL LINDAU COMPLEX  is for an inherited 
disease that makes a multitude of  tumors in the 
vascular part of the nervous system. Eyes, ears and 
brain are often affected in this very well-known disease 
(for which there is no reported cure in medicine). 
 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega bottles needed) 

 
SYNUCLEIN ABSCESS  
      MYELOMA COMPLEX   6 
SYRINGOBULBIA              5-6 
SYRINGOMYELIA              5-6 
VON HIPPEL LINDAU COMPLEX     6 
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THE BASIS FOR NERVE DISEASES 
 

We are always looking for the basis of all nerve 
diseases. We have learned that a specific, inherited 
nerve disease is usually preceded by a nerve weakness 
in the nerve structure or nerve food process. 

Tracing back to the development of the fetus are 
diseases of the neural crest.  CREST REGENERATION  
and CRESTOMA experiment with repairing the base 
nerve structure that forms our hearing, taste and speech. 
ECTOCHYME SPLENDOR seeks a healing of the 
immune system for the nerves that is separate from B 
Lymphocytes and T Lymphocytes. NEUROECTODERM 
COMPLEX is designed to reverse the decline of cell 
intertwined in the connection of nerves and vascular 
cells. NERVE RUST GROUP is for a yet-to-be-
discovered-by-science disease of all mammals that 
weakens nerves from birth and becomes a basis for other 
nerve diseases. 

PHENYLGLUCOSIDERASE DISEASE is a liver 
disease that affects nerves (somewhat like MS has a liver 
component). Phenylalanine, the amino acid needed for 
nerves (especially the brain) is bound by glucose. In the 
latter stages of the disease, anger and criticizing 
accompany loss  of evacuation control and decreasing 
ability to walk. The condition starves all nerves. NERVE 
NOURISHER is for another liver disease that does not 
break down bile correctly for the making of acetylcholine, 
one of the key nourishments of nerves (this often pairs 
with Nerve Super Juice). NERVE STRUCTURE restores 
the cerebellum ability to make a special nerve sugar for 
nerve impulses. 

NERVE SOURCE is for a thalamus condition that 
was not fully developed at birth. The remedy helps the 
full formation of the mesencephalon so that thoughts can 
be converted into action. NERVE FOUNDATION 
DISEASE seems to be in all humans from birth. It invites 
infirmities and aging. NERVE POISON seems to quickly 
form with Nerve Foundation Disease. 

NERVE COLOR A COMPLEX and NERVE 
COLOR B COMPLEX are designed to develop us into 
full function of grey and white nerve matter. Our parents 
may have developed in their occupations one side of the 
brain more than others. Their children will inherit that 
strength, sometimes at the expense of other parts of their 
brains. For instance, too much non-thinking creativeness 
or emotional worry causes problems with Nerve Color A 
and the imbalanced use will weaken the organs made by 
Nerve Color A (muscles, connective tissue, skin, hair and 
eyes).  Too much development and use of Nerve Color B 
(grey) will weaken liver, spleen, kidney and endocrine 
glands. A better balance keeps the better health of 
nerves and organs in the body. 

 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega  bottles needed) 

 
BRAIN STEM COMPLETION     5-6 
CREST REGENERATION          6 
CRESTOMA       5-6 
ECTOCHYME SPLENDOR     5-6 
NERVE ALIVE       5-6 
NERVE COLOR A COMPLEX        6 
NERVE COLOR B COMPLEX        6 
NERVE FOUNDATION DISEASE  5-6 
NERVE NOURISHER      5-6 
NERVE POISON      4-6 
NERVE REPAIR      5-6 
NERVE RUST GROUP      5-6 
NERVE SOURCE      5-6 
NERVE STRUCTURE      4-6 
NEURAL TUBE COMPLETION     5-6 
NEURAL TUBE REGENERATION 
     COMPLEX         6 
NEUROECTODERM COMPLEX      6  
PHENYLGLUCOSIDERASE  
     DISEASE           4-6 
 

      From the neural crest develops the 
neural tube as the embryo's precursor to 
the central nervous system, which 
comprises the brain and spinal cord. 
NEURAL TUBE COMPLETION aims at 
the  full formation from the neural crest 
for the fetus who did not get fully 
“cooked” during pregnancy. As a 
refinement of the Neural Tube we also 
made BRAIN STEM COMPLETION. 
     The fundamental cells of the neural 
crest stay as the supporting cells  for the 
CNS and often miasmically wear out. To 
revive the supporting cells of the whole 
brain and spinal cord, we made 
NEURAL TUBE REGENERATION 
COMPLEX. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embryo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_nervous_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinal_cord
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LONG-TERM NERVE DISEASE REPAIR 
 

  We continually look for what will help long-term 
nerve diseases repair. We have previously listed 
specific nerve disease antidotes that we have found to 
work well. We find that in long-term cases we may find 
the right remedy for the original cause, but not 
everybody regains full nerve use. The current medical 
standard is that any nerve injury or nerve disease 
lasting for 7 years or more will be permanent. That is 
unacceptable to our standards. If we can find remedies 
to reverse conditions of multiple decades, the same 
can be true for nerve conditions. 

 Following are some of the experimental 
remedies we use to restore nerves.       

Nerve Repair is to dissolve a membrane that 
virtually cauterizes an injured nerve and doesn’t allow it 
to regrow.  Nerve Sugar 1 and Nerve Sugar 2 are to 
replace the flow of sugar so necessary for nerve 
impulse flow.  

Nerve Super Juice helps replace the 
precursors of Acetycholine, one of the most important 
nerve substances (this often pairs with Nerve 
Nourisher). Nerve Plaque is formed from deteriorating 
acetylcholine and helps some cases of dementia. It is 
also good for general nerve recovery. 

Evren Malaise  (evren is nerve spelled 
backwards) is for a condition that depolarizes nerves. 
This is one of the remedies aimed at restoring nerves 
after long-term non-use (after accidents or diseases). 

Dendrite Complex is designed for weak 
bladders and snoring. Dendrites compose most of the 
receptor surface of a neuron. As dendrites deteriorate, 
so do the nerves. 

An accident or nerve disease will shut down an 
enzyme that connects the nerve connection to 
muscles. Nerve Muscle Connect is designed to 
restore the enzyme and restore the flow so that nerves 
will again coordinate with muscles. Phosphatidyl Serine 
Complex has been demonstrated to speed up recovery, 
prevent muscle soreness and may also have been a 
preexisting condition to nerve issues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUMMARY OF REMEDIES 
(with range of mega  bottles needed) 

 
Dendrite Complex     6 
Evren Malaise    5-6 
Nerve Muscle Connect 5-6 
Nerve Plaque   4-6 
Nerve Repair   5-6 
Nerve Sugar 1                       5-6 
Nerve Sugar 2                       5-6  
Nerve Super Juice   5-6 
Phosphatidyl Serine Complex    6 
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